A High-Power Amplifier
With Minimum Distortion
BRUCE DePALM A
In an amplifier not for construction by the novice,
the author tries for A new “ ultimate” in performance.
h er e is i . o doubt that the best of
(4) A negligible incremental output
present - day amplifiers conform to
impedance, and a means for making
very high standards. However, a
this variable in the negative direction.
study of the problem of distortion indi
(5) Complete freedom from hum.
cates that still higher standards can be
lnss, and microphonics.
set" for a distortion-free amplifier and
For the lowest distortion, any ampli
the writer has evolved a design whose fier must be critically adjusted. There
principal constructional feature is a new fore, for the best results, it is recom
cross-coupled phase-splitter-driver.
mended that the construction of the
In working on the new design the amplifier to be described should not be
writer realized that a so ewhat new ap attempted by those who do not have
proach was necessary. To begin with, access to at least an intermodulation
the new circuit would have to satisfy analyzer, a vacuum-tube voltmeter and
these requirements:
a good oscilloscqpe.
('ll Negligible distortion — mter
modulation, harmonic, phase and fre The Circuit
quency.
The basic philosophy inherent in the
(2)
No tendencies toward Jow fredesign was to make the amplifier as
quency or ultrasonic oscillations.
perfect as possible before the application
(3)
A naximum power rating far ot negative feedback, so that with its
in excess of that required for the re application the distortion would virtu
production of the highest instantane ally vanish. The signal level inside the
ous peaks found in music.
amplifier was to be kept at the lowest
possible level to keep the distortion at
* East Campus, Massachusetts Institute a minimum. In order to realize this only
if Technology, 3 Ames St., Cambridge 39, one voltage feedback loop is used (from
the output transformer secondary to the
Mass.

T

input catiiode). Each stage must operate
at as low a level as possible, which can
not be achieved easily with internal feed
back loops. A minimum number of stages
is used, id the circuitry kept simple.
Incidentally, no matched components
need be used.
The input stage (Fig. 1) is a triode
whose ciicuit parameters have been ex
perimentally adjusted to produce the
lowest amount of intermodulation with
out feedbaci This drives a modified
cross-coupled phase-splitter-driver ViV ,-V This new splitter-driver circuit
is primarily responsible for the perform
ance of the ampliher.
In the original cross-coupled phase
splitter*1*there were two catiiode follow
ers driving two triode voltage amplifiers.
For single-ended in p u t the grid of one
of the cathode followers was grounded
and left unused. It was found that the
unused cathode follower could be re1J . N. Van Scoyoc, “ A cross-coupled in
put and phase inverter circuit’ Raatv
Electronic Engineering Edition, Radio &
Television News, Nov. 1948.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the author's am plifier. Intermodulation and harmonic distortion are at lower than inaudible levels at 50 waits output
The EFP-60's are new, use a special 9-pm socket

Fig. 2. Am plifier and
power supply are to
gether on the 13 X
17 3 inch
alum i
na
chassis. Steel
might he a bettechassis
naterial if
the unit is ta be
handled to any ex
tent.
%

placed with a resistor equal to twice the
tube’s nominal plate resistance with no
effect at all upon the operation of the
circuit except a slight additional amount
of degeneration. This further helps to
keep the circuit insensitive to the effects
of drift and tube aging. This unused triode might then be used for the input
voltage amplifier. However, tubes which
make good low-distortion cathode fol
lowers in the cross-coupled circuit do
not make good high-gain, low-distortion
voltage amplifiers. Therefore, two sep
arate tubes were used: one-half of a
6SL7 for the voltage amplifier and onehalf of a 6SN7 for the cathode follower.
The other hal ves of these tubes are un
used and are thus free for other purposes
such as a preamplifier.
Contrary to popular belief, a crosscoupled circuit is not self balancing, and
rhe so-called balance controls incorpo
rated in these circuits accomplish noth
ing but to change the d.c. biases on the
voltage-amplifier tubes. Alternating-current balance can be accomplished by
adjustment of this control to extreme
values, thereby changing the mu of the
tubes Tnis practice naturally leads to
increased distortion. It must be realized
that the drives to the power tubes are
not necessarily equal to each other at
the point of lowest distortion. Final tube
unbalance and transformer unbalance,
negligible in high-quality output trans
formers, account for this phenomenon.
When final-tube and transformer unbal
ance cancel out the inverter unbalance,
low distortion results, but this is not
always the case.
Unbalance in the cross coupled circuit
can be traced to the driving of one tube
by its cathode and the driving of the
other by its grid Assuming for the mo
ment the absence of negative feedback
(about 21 db of current feedback in the
writer’s circuit) the cross-coupled split
ter reduces to a grounded-grid and a
grounded-cathode amplifier driven by a
cathode follower. In a grounded-grid
stage the gain is equal to M- 1. In the
grounded-cathode stage the gain is just
u 2,3 When the gains of these two tubes
’ F. E. Terman, “Radio Engineers Hand
book,” 1st ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,
1943, pp. 470-471
’ “Reference Data for Radio Engineers,”
3rd ed., Federal Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, 1949, pp. 252-253.

mhos. Using this tube, one can use a
very low value of plate-load resistor,
thereby keeping the driving impedance
low, and still obtain a very high gain.
In the splitter-driver circuit, the tubes
have a gain of better than 250 with a
16,000-ohm plate load resistor. Their
circuit parameters have also been experi
mentally adjusted for lowest distortion.
Naturally, using such high gain tubes
presents some problems of input-output
isolation and shielding, but by careful
construction one will have no trouble
if the usual precautions adopted when
working with high-gain, wideband am
plifiers are observed.
A 60,000-ohm variable resistor across
tne high-voltage supply furnishes the
‘negative current” (a term adopted by
the manufacturer) for the secondary
cathode of the EFP-60. One electron
impinging on this secondary cathode
knocks out 5 more. These electrons are
suppled from ground, while the elec
trode is kept at about 200 volts aboie
ground by the B+ supply. This means
that the resistor slider is kept close to
its grounded end. A ceramic disc capac
itor bypasses the secondary cathodes to
ground at the sockets of the EFP-60’s;
this helps to stabilize the stage. In this
circuit the suppressors of the EFP-60’s
are connected to ground instead of to
their cathodes. It was found that when
they were connected to the cathodes
distortion and parasitic oscillations re
sulted. The fact that they are about 15
volts negative with respect to the cath
odes has no effect on the operation of
the tubes.

are high they ..re approximately equal.
There is one difference, however. Since
the source is in series with the load in
the grounded-grid stage, the tube has to
deliver power. On the other hand, with
the grounded-cathode stage, the input
driving impedance is almost infinite for
low frequencies. The cathode follower
which drives these two stages has a lowoutput impedance, but in order to get the
least amount of degeneration from the
cathode follower this output impedance
cannot be reduced low enough to match
the input impedance of the groundedgrid stage without drastically reducing
the gain of the whole splitter.4 There
fore, in order to get any gain out of
the circuit there has to be a mismatch
between the cathode follower and the
grounded-grid stage, with consequent
unbalance of drive to the two stages.
To adjust the drives to the final tubes
for lowest over-all d.stortion a method The Power Stage
had to be devised to vary the drives to
The output stage is a conventional
the grounded-grid and grounded-cathode push-pull-parallel one with KT-66’s ulstages of the splitter. To see how this trali.iear connected, us.ng the Acrosound
was accomplished refer to F tj. 1 and TO-330 transformer. A 300-puf capar.
note the 500-ohm potentiometer in series itor and shunt .01-uf ceramic disc bj
with the cathode-b.as resistor of Ft. The pass the final cathodes to ground. It is
arm of this potentiometer is connected essential to use this much capacitance
to the grid of Ft. P art of the negative to keep high-level intermodulation at a
feedback applied to Ft is developed minimum. The disc capacitor nullifies
across the cathode resistor of Ft. By the effects of inductance in the large
varying the amount of degeneration ap electrolytics, thereby providing adequate
plied to the Ft grid (by tapping down bypassing over the entire useful fre
on the V. cathode resistor) we can equal quency spectrum
ize the loss of drive to the upper tube due
A 470-uuf high-voltage ceramic ca
to its mismatch. With th s control, the pacitor from the blue-white plate lead
a.c. balance of the inverter can be varied of the output transformer to ground
about 1C per cent either way—enough corrects for a capacitive unbalance to
to take care of any final-tube or trans ground which would otherwise exist in
former unbalance. Adjustment of this the transformer due to the geometry of
control affects the d.c. balance of the the windings. This capacitor clears up
inverter slightly, necessitating readjust a slight ultrasonic parasitic which de
ment of the 2000-ohm d.c.-balance poten veloped when the transformer was over
tiometer.
loaded. The measured capacitive un
In order to comply with the original balance existing in the transformer is'
requirements of a minimum number of actually less than 100 wif. The 470 uuf
stages and of keeping the a.c. voltages capacitor evidently has some other sta
inside the amplifier small, a new tube bilizing effect than just cleaning up the
just recently placed on the market, the capacitive unbalance to ground.*
EFP-60* was used as the voltage-ampli
fier driver in the cross-coupled stage.
* The EFP-60 tubes are manufactured in
This tube utilizes the principle of sec the Netherlands by N. V Philips Gloeiondary emission to obtain the extremely lampenfabricken, Eindhoven, and are im
high transconductance of 25,000 micro5 ported into the U.S.A. by Amperex. Usually
stocked by the larger parts houses, they may
5 W. Amos “Valves with ri sistivc be ordered from Amperex, Hicksville, N. Y.
loads,” Wireless Engineer, April, 1949, pp
if unavailable in your locality. Tlie socket
119-123.
is Amperex No. S-13211.

The negative feedback voltage is taken
from the 4-ohm tap on the transformer
secondary. It was found experimentally
that in this way more feedback could be
applied without instability (high-fre
quency oscillation) than could be applied
when the feedback was taken from the
16-ohm tap, the conventional practice.
The negative feedback is applied to the
cathode of the 6SL7 voltage amplifier
Vt through a phase-advance network
consisting of a 3-30-iqtf trimmer capac
itor in shunt with a 24,000 ohm resistor.
The amplifier has a voltage gain of about
535 from the input to the grids of the
KT-66’s with no feedback. 32 db of nega
tive feedback is applied in one loop from
the output to the input. With this amount
of degeneration, 2 volts at the input
drives the amplifier to 50 watts output,
so that there is a voltage gain of about
10 to the 8-ohm tap on the output trans
former secondary.
Since the feedback loop "includes the
output transformer, it is natural to ex
pect stability problems to arise. The am
plifier is perfectly stable at the lowfrequency end, due to the large ratio
(greater than 400 to 1) of the coupling
capacitor low frequency cutoffs.5 There
is however another iow-trequency cutoft,
that of the transformer. Its effect on
the low-frequency stability is hard to
ascertain because it varies with the level
of transformer excitation. Suffice to say
no low-frequency peak was found in the
range ending at 1 cps. Due to the diffi
culty of making measurements, the reg.on below 1 cps was not investigated.
1 he long time constants used in the am
plifier reduce the low-frequency phase
shift to almost zero, while extending the
low-frequency response of the amplifier
t o below 1 cps. This extended response
is obtained without the low-frequency
transient instability peculiar to Williamson-type amplifiers. Many of these am
plifiers are in a condition of near oscil
lation at a frequency of about 2 cps and
when the amplifier is excited by a low
frequency peak, it is “triggered” at this
subsonic frequency, causing the epro-

The amplifier and power supply, il
lustrated in ''igs. 2 and 3, were con
structed ort the same 13 x 17 x 3-in. alu-

*N. H. Crowhurst “Feedback,” “Audio
Handbook No. 2 " Norman Price, Ltd,
1952.

8 “A new approach to loudspeaker damp
ing,” Warner Clements, A udio E ngineer 
in g , August, 1951.

duced sounds to have a muddy, mushy,
lack-of definition quality. These difficul
ties are completely absent with the am
plifier discussed here.
At extreme high frequencies, the large
amount of feedback employ ed tends to
introduce problems. Since more than the
30-db limit recommended for the trans
former is being applied* it is. natural to
expect some difficulties to develop. In
this amplifier two unstable regions were
found—regions where the phase lag of
the amplifier was sufficient to cause it
to osc.llate through the feedback loop.
These were 110 kc and about 1.5 me.
The instability at 1.5 me. was eiimi
nated by reducing the loop gain at this
frequency to a value less than unity,
shunting the 470,000-ohm plate load re
sistor of Vi with a 5-wif ceramic capac-y
itor. This expedient did not work, how
ever, for the 110 kc oscillation. It was
found that the output transformer leak
age reactance was causing sufficient
phase delay at this frequency to prevent
32 db of stable feedback. Various “step ’
selective phase-advance networks were
tried in order to steer the phase charac
teristic of the amplifier away from the
180-der point in this region. None of
these “step” networks had much effect,
so a variable 3-30-uuf mica trimmer
across the feedback resistor was finally
adopted. This expedient cured the oscil
lation.
An adjustable incremental damping
factor network has been incorporated
into the design of the amplifier. The op
eration of this network is to control the
amount of negative feedback applied
to the amplifier by means of the current
flowing in the load. The adjustment of
the 1-ohm potentiometer is conven
tional.6 If not desired, this network can
be eliminated without affecting the per
formance of the amplifier in the slightest
Construction

Fig. 3. Under »he
r mssis of the ampl;
fidr Despite expert
mental nature of this
model the important
leads are dressed as
the author recom
mends in the text.

Fig 4. Fuzzy tips on thr input dutput charac
terise : shown in this oscillogram denote in
stability at extreme high frequencies at very
high power levels Adjust ,e feedback trim
mer to eliminate this trouble.

milium chassis. It is recommended that
the amplifier be la.d out and constructed
in straight line fashion. Particular at
tention should be paid to common stage
grounds and bypassing the EFP-60
dynodes to ground directly at the socket.
Radio-frequency wiring practices are
advisable. It is recommended that the
filament leads be shielded or twisted and
kept eiose to the chassis. All signal wir
ing should he point-to-point and kept
away from the chassis. In particular, the
1-pf coupling capacitors should he sus
pended away from the chassis by their
pigtail leads. It is definitely not recom
mended that bathtub capacitors be used
for tins purpose. The writer suggests
metallized-paper tubular capacitors for
their small size, high voltage rating and
self-heal ng properties. Only non.nductive composition resistors should be used
for the grid and plate stoppers of the
KT-66’s, and these should be connected
by the shortest leads directly to the
sockets. The KT-66’s should be allowed
plenty of ventilation, as they must be
run at maximum ratings for lowest dis
tortion. The filament supply for the
amplifier must be the correct 6.3 volts;
the EFP-60’s are very sensitive to devia
tions in filament supply voltage espe
cially in the negative d rection. The plate
supply should he able to deliver a con
tinuous 300 ma at 550 volts with good
regulation. A pair of 5V4's as rectifiers
is recommended. Although the manu
facturer’s recommended maximum plate
voltage per plate is exceeded, no trouble
has been experienced in several months
of extended operation. It war found that
the better regulation inherent with 5V4’s
will reduce the high-output-level intermodulation by a factor of more than 25
per cent over a pair of 5R4GY’s.
Ad ju stm e nt

Perfection is no accident distortionfree operation cannot be achieved with
out critical adjustment.
vfter checking the wiring tile follow
ing adjustments are made with the power
off; Set the d.c. balance control to its
middle position, the arm of the a.c. bal
ance potentic "eter close to the junction
of the 15,000-ohm and 510-ohm resis
tors, and the slider on the 60,000-ohm
resistor to the grounded position. Adjust
( Continued on page 75)

the 100-ohm final-tube plate-current bal
ance control to its middle position, set the
slider on the 200-ohm final-stage bias
resistor nearest the cathode end and
screw up fairly tightly the trimmer
across the 24 000-ohm feedback resistor.
Apply plate and filament power. After
5 or 10 minutes warmup, adjust the
dyncde voltage for the EFP-60’s. \\ 1th
a d.c. voltmeter connected from dynode
to ground, slowly move the slider on the
60.000-ohm resistor awav from the

giounded end. As (fie slider is moved,
the voltage will rise slowly at first, and
then jump abruptly tc a value of about
170 volts. Leave the slider in this posi
tion for the time being. The sudden
jump in voltage means that the tubes
have commenced their secondary emis
sion and the secondary cathodes are
drawing current.
Adjust the d.c. balance by placing the
voltmeter across the plates of the EFP60’s and adjusting the 2,000-ohm d.c.
balance control until there is no voltage
differential. There will be some constant
random fluctuations of the meter needle
due to supply and tube fluctuations.
These should be disregarded.
Connect the intermodulation analyzer
and adjust the amplifier for about 50
watts into a noninductive load. Adjust
the 500-ohm a.c. balance control for
lowest intermodulation at this power
level. Remove the KT-66’s from their
sockets. Feed a very small 60-cps signal
to the input, and adjust the signal’s
magnitude until a signal of about 25 volts
.s measured at the output of the E F F
60’s with an a.c. v.t.v.m. Be careful
to isolate the test leads from the ampli
fier input or feedback oscillations will
result. Readjust the dynode voltage of
the EFP-60’s for maximum gain, i.e.,
maximum voltage output. Leave the
slider set at that position. Readjust the
d.c. balance. Replace the KT-66’s in the
same sockets as before, reconnect the
intermodulation analyzer, and again ad
just the a.c. balance for lowest intermodulation. Balance the static d.c. plate
currents in the output transformer by
adjusting the 100-ohm' final balance
potentiometer for zero voltage differen
tial across the plates of the KT-66’s.
This adjustment is very important as
d.c. magnetization of the output trans
former core causes its low-frequency
characteristics to deteriorate badly.
Connect an oscilloscope to display the
input-output characteristic of the ampli
fier at 1000 cps. Increase the input to
the amplifier until it is on the verge of
overload. Adjust the trimmer across the
feedback resistor to eliminate the para
siric oscillations at the tips of the lin
earity characteristic (Fig. 4). There
should be a fairly broad range to this
adjustment. Reconnect the intermodula
tion analyzer. Adjust the input for 50
watts output and finally readjust the
cathode bias on the KT-66’s (with the
modulation. These adjustments, if car
ried out properly, should yield an intermodulation distortion figure of less than
.09 per cent at 50 watts, using 60 and
7000 cycles mixed 4 :1 . It should be
noted that the a.c. balance is a fairly
critical adjustment for lowest distortion
and should be readjusted periodically
as the tubes age. Whenever the a.c. bal
ance is adjusted, the d.c. balance should
be touched up. It is important that dur
ing all these adjustments the 1-ohm
damping-factor control should be set
with its moveable arm grounded.
Operation

The writer lias found that with differ
ent speaker systems the adjustment ot

the 3-30-W'f trimmer across the feedback
resistor might have to be changed to
insure the greatest statnlitiy at high
power levels.
It is advisable that a high-pass filter
be incorporated somewhere preceding
the amplifier. The extended low-fre
quency response of this amplifier,
coupled with the fact that the output
transformer power handling capacity
drops off at the rate of twelve db per
octave below twenty cps, makes the amplifiei specially susceptible to overload
at frequencies below, say, 10 cps. It is
conceivable that record eccentricities,
rumble, etc., will cause the output trans
former to saturate at these extremely low
frequencies, thereby generating distor
tion and overloading the loudspeakers.
It was found that at high power levels,
parasitic oscillations appearing on the
tips of the linearity characteristic caused
the intermodulation to rise to very high
values. It seems that even though the
frequency of these oscillations is way
above the audio spectrum, they have a
very drastic effect on the distortion char
acteristics of the amplifier, and their
complete elimination is of paramount
importance. Even faint wisps and wig
gles seen only on a wideband, triggeredsweep oscilloscope have a great effect
on the distortion. The mechanism of
these effects has yet to be investigated.
The harmonic distortion of the ampli
fier is less than 0.5 per cent at 20 cps
at 50 watts. It decreases rapidly as the
frequency is raised, and is t< o small to
be accurately measured at 100 cps at 50
watts. At no frequency between 100 cps
and 20 kc does the harmo ic distortion
exceed .05 per cent at the 50-watt level.
Some experimentation has been car
ried out with the use of tubes other
than KT-66’s. 807’s, 588 l ’s, and the nev.
Tung-Sol 6550’s have been tried. Of
these, the 6550’s are the most promising.
The 5881’s cannot deliver the high
power without being overloaded, and
the 807’s, although capable of delivering
more power than the KT-66’s, are very
susceptible to r.f. parasitics and are not
recommended A single pair of 6550’s
can deliver almost as much power as four
KT -66’s, and they seem to be much freer
from parasitics than even the KT-66V
Since the Acrosound TO-330 is not
matched to these tubes, maximum power,
..i this circuit, is delivered only when a
different value of load resistance from
the nominal values of 4r 8, and 16 ohms
is used. It was found that with a load
of about 11 ohms at the 16-ohm tap, the
amplifier delivered the most power—in
this case about 68 watts maximum. The
distortion with two 6550’s was not quite
so low as was obtained with four KT66’s.
The author is greatly indebted to Mr.
David Hafler of Aero Products Com
pany for his many suggestions, and in
particular for the suggestion to eliminate
one of the cathode followers in the crosscoupled inverter. Also the author would
like to thank Professor Earl W. Keller
of the M.I.T. Electrical Engineering
Department for the generous donation
of his time, advice, and encouragement.

